
McMaster Social Sciences Society

2020/2021 Executive Meeting
23d Meeting: November 8, 2020, / 6:30 pm

ATTENDEES:
- President: Cole Badiani
- VP Admin: Mackenzie MacLeod
- VP Programming: Maryam Denno
- VP External: Megan Lesiuta
- VP Finance: Finley Kibbey-Dunne
- Internal Assistant: Danielle Fernandes

RECAP:

Fall Preview:
- Meeting with Liz

- Discussion on fall preview and presentations
- talking /answering questions on what an online year looks like
- Will send further information over (shipping info, etc)

Other:
- Waiting to hear back for entrance to the LRW office
- Mentorship pairings have been picked

- Training will be in the next few weeks
- Training videos have been sent out

- Positive feedback from program societies!

AGENDA:
Round Table Updates:

Mack
- VP Academic work

- Pairings for mentors have been sent out
- Training slides (for mentors) have been finished

- Mack will record the training and see how it goes



- Will send out soon
- “Secret word” can be used to make sure they read the

slides
- Some pairings had issues

- Mentee and mentor programs didn’t match up as much
- Used interested, languages, minors, etc to match up

instead
- Pushing to have them participate in jeopardy/first year night

Maryam:
- Student reps

- Jeopardy night is getting a lot of interest!
- 2 games at a time (just in case)
- Gist cards given

- First year social (nov 16th)
- Get-to-know each other games
- Graphics have been sent out already
- First year reps contacting archway (yesterday)

- For advertisements
- Formal

- Last meeting was picking the charity
- Potentially donate to “Neighbour to neighbour” (charity)
- Looking for group feedback! (let maryam know by tomorrow)

- First year reps
- Will be asked to join a council for the MSU

Megan:
- Added year plans to the website!
- Check in with spencer for a headshot for the website (maryam)
- The outreach coordinator picked a date for her first event

- Cultural painting night
- December 3
- Will be picking a time soon
- Will fill out a EHOSS soon

Finn:
- Changed the signing authority on tuesday

- Finn mack and cole have control over the finances

Cole:
- Last week had a meeting with the dean

- Reiteration of undergrad councils



- Setting up meetings with vic, wellness, and one other ***
- Checking in with each position

Fall Preview
- Liz and Cole have been in constant communication
- Things are going well!
- Time slots for fall preview will hopefully be full
- Participants have a chance to win a few gift cards as well
- Liz is having trouble finding people for an instagram takeover

- We are going to help/support her there
- Panel night

- The presentation needs to add a few more topics
- Have a question and answer section
- How will it be layed out?

- Each member in a different room or all together?

Planner interviews and applications
- Concrete application finished by mid to late November
- Have them out by December 1st
- Interviews around exam period
- Planners will not be paid this year
- Online mainly


